Other team reviews → Posted online!

**Agenda**
- AI
- Design Review
- Decision matrix, schemes

**AI**
- James: All AI completed
- David: Conflicting info about charging w/ CT...
  - or the QC charge was during the charge, not O
c
  - Will check at comb's of schemes
- Chris: Meet Thursday at 1:30 MRCI conference room
  - Need to find missing documents

**Wednesday** - 6:30 PM to ...
  - Discuss both CT & ZDV in detail
  - Plotting waveforms
  - Plausibility w/ controls as described in 5.3.
- Tentative Design Review Date By Wednesday
- Would like in person conferences... by video possible
- Presentation rough draft by Monday - Chris

**Battery bath possibility?** James

James - mini report on rejected Impedance based OC proposal

**Agenda For Presentation**
- Current system
- Areas for Improvement
- Design Concepts
- Decision Matrix and Items deduced from it
- Budget
- Timeline/Future Work
- Conclusion...
  - Challenges
  - Conclusion
  - Questions

**AI owner**
- James: Email GNB
- David: Combo of schemes
- Chris: Research automation

**Due**
- EOD
- Thursday
- Wednesday
- Tuesday
- Monday